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Project Criteria & Eligibility Selection


Goals and Values


Criteria Selection


Multiple Funding Streams


Grant Limits


The 2019 Bond Purpose,


Principles and Criteria


Purpose


Principles


Program Criteria


This proposed 2019 bond


measure will allow the


region to continue efforts


protecting water quality and


wildlife habitat for


generations to come.


This program will fund


community-led projects,


with an emphasis on


benefitting historically


marginalized communities.


These projects will protect and


improve water quality and fish


and wildlife habitat, support


climate resiliency and/or


increase people’s experience of


nature at the community scale.


All projects must satisfy required


bond program community


engagement, racial equity and


climate resilience criteria … as


well as the Capital Grants


requirements set forth below.


Advance


Racial Equity


Base Decisions


on Meaningful


Engagement


Prepare for


Climate Change


Community
Engagement &
Racial Equity
Criteria


Y


Serve communities through inclusive engagement, transparency and


accountability


Advance racial equity through bond investments


Protect clean water for people, fish and wildlife


Protect and restore culturally significant native plant communities


Protect, connect and improve habitat for native fish and wildlife


Take care of what we have (maintain, update and reinvest in regional and


local destinations)


Make parks and natural areas more accessible and inclusive


Connect more people to the land and rivers of our region


Invest in trails for biking and walking


Support community-led parks and nature projects


Make communities more resilient to climate change


Meaningfully engage with communities of color, Indigenous communities,


people with low incomes, and other historically marginalized


communities in planning, development and selection of projects


Prioritize projects and needs identified by communities of color,


Indigenous communities, low-income and other historically marginalized


groups


Should the available grant money (the pot) be divided
(and along with it, Project Development and the
Community Vote ballot)?


Jeffrey Kevin Theresa Alisa MetroJairajBlanca


Is this our final decision?


Comments, clarifications, suggested alterations?


Is this our final decision?


Comments, clarification, suggested alterations?


All of the following will guide the Pilot


Projects must demonstrate strong partnerships between community-


based organizations and public (non-federal) agencies


Projects must be within the Urban Growth Boundary and/or the Metro


jurisdictional boundary, or as approved by the Metro Council


Projects must be clearly achievable given the knowledge, skills, and


resources available among project partners


Expenses must be associated with capital projects only; not for general


operating expenses


Projects that involve the acquisition of properties or easements must be


negotiated with willing sellers


Grantees will be required to evaluate their projects (i.e. progress reports)


Project Requirements
Funded projects must meeet all of the following


Climate Resilience
Criteria


Program Criteria


Meaningfully engage with


communities of color, Indigenous


communities, people with low


incomes and other historically


marginalized communities in


planning, development and


selection of projects.


Prioritize projects and needs identified


by communities of color, Indigenous


communities, low-income and other


historically marginalized groups. Metro


has found ways to prioritize these


communities in ways that do not


violate the law, like outreach or


reducing barriers.


Demonstrate accountability for


tracking outcomes and reporting


impacts, particularly as they relate to


communities of color, Indigenous


communities, people with low


incomes and other historically


marginalized communities.


Improve the


accessibility and


inclusiveness of


developed parks.


Include strategies to


prevent or mitigate


displacement and/or


gentrification resulting


from bond investments.


Set aspirational goals for


workforce diversity and use of


COBID contractors and work to


reduce barriers to achieving


these goals; demonstrate


accountability by tracking


outcomes and reporting impacts.


The Capital Grants Pilot must
satisfy all of these requirements


The Committee must choose one or more
of these critertia


The Committee must choose one or more
of these critertia


Protect, connect and restore habitat to support strong


populations of native plants, fish and wildlife that can


adapt to a changing climate.


Protect and restore floodplains, headwaters, streams and


wetlands to increase their capacity to handle stormwater


to protect vulnerable communities from flooding.


Increase tree canopy in developed areas to reduce heat


island effects.


Use low-impact development practices and green


infrastructure in project design and development.


Invest in segments of the regional trail system to expand


active transportation opportunities for commuting,


recreation and other travel.


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Improve human mental and physical health, particularly in


communities of color, Indigenous communities, low-income


communities and other historically marginalized communities.


Build wealth in communities of color, Indigenous communities, low-


income and other historically marginalized communities through


contracting and jobs.


Demonstrate that people of color influenced the project identification,


selection, design and implementation.


Nurture a relationship with land and create educational opportunities


(including Science, Technology, Engineering, Art and Math [STEAM]


opportunities) and promote careers in the environmental and


agricultural sector, especially for people and youth of color.


Partner with and empower Indigenous people.


Ensure accessibility for people experiencing disabilities.


Create easy access to nature from transit and for people walking or


biking.


Consider and approach the issue of houselessness in a sensitive and


humanizing way.


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Funding Projects Jeffrey Kevin Theresa Alisa MetroJairajBlanca


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


N


Q: Should the grant fund be divided?


Funding Categories If the answer above is Yes, how should the grant funds
be divided, by budget size or by type?


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Q: How should the grant funds be divided, by budget or by type?


Budget Type


Should there be limits to project budgets (floor or ceiling)? If Yes, what should they be?


For example, the previous 2016 Capital Grants program, with a fund of $1.7 million,
had a project cost floor of $50,000 (or a grant floor of $16,600, given a 2:1 grant match
requirement) and a maximum grant request of $500,000.


Y


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


N


Q: Should there be a grant or budget floor?


Y


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


N


Q: Should there be grant or budget ceiling?


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Q: If Yes, what should the floor be?


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Q: If Yes, what should the ceiling be?


agree


agree


Potentially


"activate


leaders &..." 


neighborhoods


at risk or


currently


experiencing


gentrification


Communities subjet to


historic redlining or


displacement?


target nature-defiiciant


areas


Include those


disproportionally


impacted by climate


change


communities


who are being/


have been


displaced from


gentrification


communities displaced


(influx of displaced


individuals and


communities)


Targeted populations from


Jamboard: "projects led by


residents who hold


marginalized identities"; JL:


Metro Park & Nature's 24


"Target Areas"; JL:


"communities of most need"


(e.g., have NOT benefited


from capital investments in


recent years) by


Philadelphia PB; I like this a


little better: "projects led by


people who identify as


holding marginalized


identities."


Agree


Do we want more narrow


criteria (increasing


chances success) or open


(broadening project


ideas)?


Would narrowing


make it more


difficult for CBOs


to implement


projects?


Do we need


to consider


how criteria


funded


currently?


I would like to keep it
broader. 1.) More tools


to fight climate
change; 2.) Would


allow for flexibility in
the future.


I like an expansive


approach. If we stuck


with just low-impact


development, we'll be


missing out on


hearing out the many


(and unknown) lived


challenges!


I would like to have


a broader


approach, but


projects that fulfill


more than one


criteria gets a


higher score


As a pilot,


expansive


approach could be


useful to gauge


interest and set


later stages...


5th feels


kind of


generalized


5 seems like it
could also
generate
tokenism


3rd have


potential


risk of


tokenism


I don't think the
broad approach here


is as achievable.
Maybe top 3-4


choices.


i agree about


tokenism– is there a


way to call for


empowerment


without generating


tokenism? 


#5 --> extend to


applying ITEK


(Indigenous Traditional


Ecological Knowledge),


creating space for


spiritual and gathering,


etc.?
1


2


3


4


HOMEWORK: Make


language suggestions


and continue


discussion - 2-3 days


before next meeting!


I like dividing the pot


to give smaller orgs a


better chance; larger


orgs with


grantmaking staff


have a strong


advantage


I definitely like the
divide. Limiting


numbering to not get
down super fine but it
will help us make sense


or the "apples to
oranges" issue.


I also like


dividing it but


probably need


a limit on # of


divides


The potential


risks can be


managed by


the setup


I think we


should go big


and have less


divisions.


I like the divide as an


idea but can definitely


see it getting too


complicated (though I


think the benefits


outweigh the risks!)


I like the


idea of


dividing 


Support, develop, and activate new and existing community leaders


Develop process goals and establish measures of successful outcomes


through community-led processes


Environmental justice: center communities that are disproportionately impacted


by pollution and environmental hazards, and/or disproportionately vulnerable to


climate change-related disasters


Underserved communities: center communities that are or have been


historically underinvested, nature-deficient, represent intersecting marginalized


identities, and/or communities impacted by displacement or gentrification.


#3 and #5 can


probably be


combined, but


emphasizing


partnership over


influencing


Re: #5, From Climate Resilience
Criteria Guidance: "Include long-term
relationship-building between Tribal


and local/regional governments,
which is essential to the 'full and


effective participation of Indigenous
peoples' "


Re: #2, From Climate Resilience
Criteria Guidance: "'Increase the


diversity of the…workforce
engaged in climate work to


reflect Oregon’s population and
to ensure effective climate
adaptation' (DLCD, 2021) "


Do more smaller projects


allow for more diverse


projects that cater to more


diverse and meaningful ways


of community engagement,


green projects, etc.? At least


as a pilot project, this could


be a good way to start


building a path to larger


projects...


$10,000 for


administrative


burden


$100,000


small?


$250,000


for large?


4/26 meeting:


presented with:  small


up to $100,000 and


large up to $250,000


Demonstrate leadership by Black, Indigenous, and People


of Color in project identification, selection, design and


implementation.


Increase accessibility of public, park, and other natural


spaces.


Improve human mental and physical health, particularly in


communities of color, Indigenous communities, low-


income communities and other historically marginalized


communities.


Build wealth in communities of color, Indigenous


communities, low-income and other historically


marginalized communities through contracting and jobs.


Nurture a relationship with land and create educational


opportunities (including Science, Technology,


Engineering, Art and Math [STEAM] opportunities) and


promote careers in the environmental and agricultural


sector, especially for people and youth of color.


Increase access to nature from transit and for people


walking or biking.


Consider and approach the issue of houselessness in a


sensitive and humanizing way.


Combined #3 & #5, per Theresa's
comment as they're similar and
to avoid syphoning votes from
each other
Changed influence --> leadership
to avoid tokenizing relationships


Made language broader to be
more inclusive and less
constrained to disability
definitions of ADA
Emphasizing projects to increase
access in all public spaces, not
just new projects ADA accessible Previous Capital


Grant Program=


$16,600 for


match, which is


$50,000 for total


cost


Previous Capital


Grant Program:


$250,000 for


$1.7M in grant


awards


Previous NiN


Restoration


Grants =


$10,000


Consideration:


Capital Grants


allow no more than


10% funding goes


to staff salaries/


operation costs


Previous NiN


Restoration


Grants -


$100,000


$10,000 grant minimum for small projects


minimum to reduce administrative burden


still allows for small-scale neighborhood-level investments


allows smaller & new community-based orgs to participate as leaders


Metro recommendation: $250,000








Implementation and Project
Development Framework


Capital Grants Pilot Decision Tree


Project Development Framework (4/26)
Discussion & Pre-work:


Does/can this framework
align with stated Goals and
Values?
What are the strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities,
and concerns with this
framework?


Process


Y


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


N


Q: Does the Committee approve this framework?


Q: What is an appropriate balance between the funding pots?


Core Concepts:
Split stream
PDRC vetting
Multiple votes
Multiple rounds of
engagement
(community/
implementer forums)


Q: What is the threshold between funding pots?


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Reflective Questions, Racial Equity Framework
Goals and Outcomes:


How does this decision advance
racial equity?
What are the racial equity
outcomes that will be affected by
this decision?
Does this decision reflect our
racial equity principles?


Benefits and Burdens:
Who will benefit from this
decision?
Who will be burdened by this
decision?
What racial inequities are being
produced or perpetuated by this
decision?


Resources and Partners:
What resources are needed for
this decision to be successful?
What other decisions, practices,
or processes are necessary to
ensure succcess?
What partnerships are needed to
ensure success?


Jeffrey Kevin Theresa Alisa MetroJairajBlanca


Larger funding doesn't always


translate to larger community


impact (for one-off projects). It's


important to consider that


awarding many "small projects,"


especially at the earlier stages,


could help with building


institutional trust while supporting


CBOs to apply for larger grants in


future iterations. (aligns with


Guidebook's goals in pp 14-16)


I like the multiple


touchpoints for


community participation/


feedback!


Project Development (5/10)
Vetting


Budget Delegate Summit/
Schematic Design


Large Project Matchmaking


Preliminary
Community Vote


Design Development


Considerations & Context:
The number of Summit projects will
likely be determined by budget.
How will the Committee score
projects using their criteria?
Ex. Each criterion worth 1 point or
weighted?
Will there be subjective scoring at
the margin?


Considerations & Context:
Projects are developed to
a sufficient level to be
evaluated by community.
Secondary development
is more technical, so
leaning on staff and
contractors would be
more efficient. Even with
a second charette, final
materials would still be
implementer-prepared
prior to the final vote. A
second charette would
give the community an
additional touchpoint and
allow for more input on
the final proposal.


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Q: How will the Committee use the established criteria to vet


projects & narrow the project pool for Summit development?


Is this our final decision?


Strategic direction: discussion, clarifications, questions


Q: Does/can a Budget Delegate Summit meet the intent,


goals, and values of this program?


Is this our final decision?


Q: Does/can a community survey and matchmaking process


meet the intent, goals, and values of this program?


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Q: How many projects will be approved through this vote for


further development (more development = more unfunded)?


Is this our final decision?


Q: Is secondary development via


charette or implementer-prepared?


Y


Is this our final decision?


N


Q: Is secondary development the


same for small and large projects?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


< Budget Delegate Summit


Implementer prepared > 


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Traditional ways of funding


have been small scale and


short term - would this funding


opportunity be multi-year and


large enough for CBOs to


increase capacity as well as


retain staff who are working on


these projects?


-Jairaj


1-2 big ones &


several


smaller ones?


Splitting the pot


introduces a level of


complexity and


ultimately work (not


necessarily bad),


but expect setbacks


or programs that


fund BIPOC youth


interns to provide


some capacity and


job training


I'm leaning towards


few bigger project


and some smaller


ones given the


total $/yr


Predict size that


may come in: 1/3


large, 2/3


smaller? 


Kevin


or a tiered


scale? 


large - $100k


medium - $50k


small - $10k?


4/26 meeting:


presented with: small


up to $100,000 and


large up to $250,000


Considerations & Context:
Should the Budget Delegate Summit
be limited to small projects?
Can attendees combine or adapt
project ideas into larger projects?
Additional details to be decided over
subsequent meetings as we discuss
community engagement.


Considerations & Context:
Balance between more projects for
the community to choose amongst
on final ballot but more projects
developed that won’t ultimately be
funded or fewer projects developed
with higher proportion of projects
funded.


Considerations & Context:
How will the Committee
summarize survey results to present
to jurisdictions?
How will the Committee determine
if projects suggested by
jurisdictions match survey results?
How exactly will projects have to
match survey results?


Y N


Strategic direction: discussion, clarifications, questionsY N


More detail here: https://


oregonconventioncenter.sharefile.com/d-


s06e645d49795422c83595b21e0647b44


Open link


i.e. 2 large, 19


small for $0.5M


and $1.5M; 4 large,


13 small for half


$1M /half $1M


2/3 large; 1/3 small


half and half


2/3 small; 1/3 large


Has finding


partnerships w/ a


public agency ever


been a barrier? If so,


could the Summit


help with that?


For NiN Grants - typical


graded score ofr 0-5


points for each of 5


application question


for 25 total points,


then use as a starting


point for discussion


I like the graded


scoring approach,


as using a


dichotomous


approach loses


context. BUT...


sounds like it's going to


be the who benefits &


what kind of project


combined here - if there


is an imbalance # of


criterias between the 2


I'd vote for weighted


Weighting


reflective of


criteria


voting


Weighting on


community impacts?


See Project Evaluation


Matrix (p. 14 of PB


Cambridge '21 Guide)


Open link


I like not weighting on


communities vs. type


of project, but


weighting the criteria


or communities that we


voted for vs. the ones


we didn't vote for


Yes, limited to smaller


projects esp. if led by


smaller groups lacking


access to resources/


connections and build


closer trust... 


Yes, the matchmaking


below for large


projects is meant to


address that issue. For


small projects, this


summit could address


this issue.


Or, can a smaller project join


a larger project?


I like the idea of small


projects combining, but that


also might dilute community


needs. And also the


complexities of making


relationships.


Yes to openhouses,


assemblies, (virtual)


summits, and charrettes,


surveys, 


(provided with childcare,


stipends, food,


interpretation and other


incentives &


accomodations)


yes if done correctly,


and if we make sure


we also go to them


rather than just


expecting them to


come to us


And beyond translators, but


key community members or


past project awardees who


can help people navigate?


Example from Metro


Local Share in 2022:


THPRD playground was


on CIP list; being created


as a nature play area


(which would fit the NiN


Capital Grant program)


The idea sounds good


but the process a bit


abstract --> For


transparency of the


process, definitely


focus on outreach and


communications


yes for me but


also a little


abstract as


well - Theresa


surveys are important -


but making it accessible


in different languages


and having in person


paper versions can be


helpful to address digital


divide.


Typical for NiN Capital


Grants, 150% of


funding limit would go


through the pre-


application to


invitation for full


application


I want to say more projects


(to the extent it's not a


burden), since it means more


community decision-making


at an early stage, where


some projects [straying from


classic model but


representative of community]


get filtered out by bias...


considering statistics


and the bell shape


curve... more projects


= very dispersed


votes and difficult for


community to vote on


important to make


this process


community centered


and activate new


community members


to stay involved.


kind of hard


to predict


community


behavior


How would we try to


get the same


community members


to engage/come out


and participate in two


votes?


maybe instead of


giving a #, decide


on a cut off (1/X


make it to next


round etc)


I recall there being


one PB where the


app connected


those engaged to


later voting stages?


Observation: The comments here &


our first discussion seemed to lean


towards more smaller projects, but


the most recent vote suggests


more funding for large projects.


What do y'all think has driven this


shift?


$100,000 threshold


Graded scoring: Committee will decide weights for each


criteria based on prioritization vote & discussion


Yes, contingent on event & engagement profile


Engaging communities of interest in their spaces


Providing resources necessary for inclusion & accessibility


Yes, contingent on survey design & matchmaking process


Survey: available in-person, in multiple languages, clear in purpose


Racial equity & engagement requirements of CIP projects


Open = more projects approved for


further development, greater burden


on community & implementers, more


investment & development for projects


that won't be approved in final vote,


more choices in final vote.


Closed = fewer projects approved for


further development, lower burden on


community & implementers, less


investment & development for


projects that won't be approved in final


vote, fewer choices in final vote.


Q: How can we maximize engagement


& inclusion through Budget Delegate


Summits & Project Development?


Engaging Communities (5/24)


Idea Submission


Budget Delegate Summits & Project Development


Goals & Priorities


Community Votes


Eligibility & Credentialing
Idea Submission & Community Survey


Community Votes


Q: Should idea submission and the survey be limited to individuals


and groups within the program geography?


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Q: What is the age minimum


for idea submission?


6+


11+


16+


18+


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Q: How should age & geographic eligibility be verified to


balance accessibility & legitimacy?


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Q: Is Idea Collection a hybrid process


(online & in-person)?


Q: Is the Budget Delegate Summit &


Project Expo one large event each or


multiple smaller events?


Q: If more than one, how are these


organized (by type, by neighborhood,


etc.)?


Greensboro PB


recommends at


least 1 event for


morning,


weekend, and


evening.


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Q: How should we balance online & in-person voting to


ensure both accessibility & legitimacy?


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Q: Are the Votes hybrid processes


(in-person & online)?


Q: How is voting distributed among


locations and resources? (E.g., ballot


boxes, tabling at community events &


spaces, flyers to residents)


Is this our final decision?


Q: Should the two Votes have identical parameters? Is one more


targeted than the other? (Ex: Prelimi-nary Vote is more limited and


targeted while the Final Vote is Metro-wide)


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Q: How can we maximize


engagement & inclusion through the


project expos and community votes?


Q: How can we maximize engagement


& inclusion during Idea Submission?


Q: What are inclusive and equitable


community engagement strategies we


can use in this process?


I love PB


Cambridge's GIS


platform for


informing and


collecting


comments!


Open link


Q: How are ideas submitted in-person


? (E.g., community events, info


sessions, community public spaces like


libraries, schools, religious spaces)


Is this our final decision?


Considerations & Context:
Program priorities are limited
by budget and personnel
capacity, so it is important to
prioritize where it is most
important to maximize
engagement.
Our draft budget emphasizes
early engagement w/ target
communities.
In this section, we will establish
our principles and priorities for
engaging target communities
throughout the participatory
process.
Keep in mind the racial equity
reflective questions above as we
work through this section.


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


One large


event


Multiple smaller


events


Is this our final decision?


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Discussion, clarifications, questions Discussion, clarifications, questions


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Y N


Engagement Jeffrey Kevin Theresa Alisa MetroJairajBlanca


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Y N


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Q: What is the age minimum


for the survey?


6+


11+


16+


18+


Y N


Y N


Y N


Environmental Justice
Center communities that are disproportionately


impacted by pollution and environmental hazards, and/
or disproportionately vulnerable to climate change-


related disasters


Underserved Communities
Center communities that are or have been historically


underinvested, nature-deficient, represent intersecting
marginalized identities, and/or communities impacted


by displacement or gentrification.


Target Populations


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Y N


Q: Between idea collection & voting,


does this budget split reflect your


vision and goals?


Project Development
Budget Priorities


Many of my


engagement


experience expressed


wanting opportunity to


follow up for more


inputs or for people to


follow up with them.


If more technical,


implementer-prepared


could maybe be alright if


it lessens the burden on


budget delegates and


keeps them informed/


opportunity to review or


provide feedback as


needed


Having staff fill out


forms while giving


space for delegates


to speak and


elaborate their


ideas


partner with 


community 


engagement


liaisons/


representatives


Photovoice


gallarey /


gallery walks


Open link


utilizing


community


specific media


outlets and chat


groups


going to existing


community events


rather than only


relying your own


events


making sure


there are


multiple time


opportunities if


doing in-person


event


Breakout


groups!


Community


group


agreements


maybe??


Language
translation.


Variety of
engagement


activities (virtual,
visual, open-ended,


etc.).


Many of my


engagement


experience expressed


wanting opportunity to


follow up for more


inputs or for people to


follow up with them.


Pay and reward
people for their
time and input.


learning about the


needs from


community first so


experts know what


to address


Make


activities


fun!


learning about the


needs from


community first so


experts know what


to address


going to existing


community events


rather than only


relying your own


events


Variety of
engagement


activities (virtual,
visual, open-ended,


etc.).


Make


activities


fun!


Explicitly describe
our intentions of
including those
often excluded.


Option to


start with


storytelling


Use infographics,


stories, and photos for


project background


and proposal


guidelines. Also,


interpretation > direct


translations


utilizing community


specific media


outlets and chat


groups - ex) idea


recruitment ad


Allow participants


to write up key


questions 


"snowball fight"


Open link


Understand that youth


are encouraged to


attend (especially for


those of us who have


served as "translators"


to our parents!)


Another PB group


allocated one chosen


project to be voted


by a Youth


Committee!


school


events,


community


centers, 


Tabling at gathering


locations identified


specifically by


community (e.g.,


marketplace, park,


etc.) 


going to existing


community events


rather than only


relying your own


events


community


liaison


pickups


Classic focus
group events - we


could call them
"ideation


stations" :)


For those visiting


such sites, they


should have


understanding of


cultural "manners" asking before
going/promoting


in a space


In person in-


language


surveys / or in


person


collection tools


At earlier


sessions, make a


space for people


to offer


suggestions?


Project


implementers and


landscaper being


receptive to ideas


that may not be


traditionally


accustomed to


Provide


stipends to


honor


peoples time


have different


sessions/rooms


for different


languages


Maybe one


large weekend


event 


(sort of like a


conference)


different


booths for


different


expert areas


or projects


providing food,


drinks, and a wide


variety of ways to


participate (virtual


and in person)


Multiple smaller to
cover many


people's varied
work and life


schedules.


East & West &


South


(ex: 2 in Hillsboro 2


in Gresham etc),


maybe 1 centrally


locatedsmaller, spread out


events so folks


have more time to


think through ideas


/ let ideas develop


Sharing photos/stories of


past projects -- big


posters! Have past


awardees have a station


to share own experiences


of proposal process? Or


even hosting event at a


project site!


Icebreaker


activities like nature


storytelling (shared


in Metro's


Connecting with


Nature Report)


Geographic makes the
most sense I think. Also


paying attention to
neutral ground (ex: not
at religious or politcal


venues, etc.)


Make it all


virtual


mock up


project sites


like Park(ing)


Day displays


 if in person,


located by public


transit access


within


neighborhoods or


whatever subsets


used


with 1 event how do we


support folks who might


not be able to make it? I


like the idea of 1 large


event for cohesion but


can foresee it leaving


folks out


Virtual + In-


person


options?


if we do hybrid we need


to make sure both


options are evenly


accessible; a lot of hybrid


events I've seen have


leaned heavily towards


supporting virtual or in-


person attendants 


Consider that how


it's organized can


also play out how


cross-cultural and


cross-project


collaboration


happens


hybrid - in


person can


use things


like stickers


or ballots


"Proposal advocate" >


"Budget delegate" ?


I was also unfamiliar with


"charrette" prior to this!


stickers on


project


location


maps


Freebies like


Oregon Zoo


tickets?!Educational


materials if using


more novel


voting methods


like Ranked-


Choice


yes. 2 week


(whatever feasible)


transit pass is nice


too...although that's


trimet not metro


Mail-in option


with info


packet


lessens the


burden


Give voters option


of being notified of


voting results and/


or future civic


engagement work


with Metro.


More voter ballot


boxes/opportunities


targeted towards


voter suppressed


communities in this


process -- trust


building!


I like the idea of including


the primary election drop


box sites (linked), as it can


lay a path for further civic


engagement +


representation +


empowerment


Open link


Q: What voting method should be


used (ranked choice, single vote,


multiple votes, vote to funding limit)?


Considerations & Context:
Following the principle of
communities choosing how public
money is invested in their
communities, PB processes often use
a ballot that allows people to choose
projects up to the funding limit. If
the pot is $50k and there are $100k
worth of projects, they can choose up
to the pot limit, regardless of how
many projects are selected.
This method usually requires either
online or in-person facilitation.
Various ranked choice options such as
instant run-off or STAR methods
might be easier to implement for
drop-off or mail-in options, but would
not have as direct a connection to the
concept of community-sourced
budget prioritization.


Q: Should voting eligibility & credentialing be the same as


for idea submission and/or the survey?


Ex. Multiple Votes
Open link


Ex. Vote to Buget Limit
Open link


Ex. Ranked Choice
Open link


Budget Delegate Summit for additional


touchpoint w/ follow-up by implementer


during final development/ballot


preparation


Follow-up: For many


communities including


indigenous peoples,


cultural practices and


materials like oral stories


are a deep, sometimes


sacred, part of their


heritage.


Staff needs to have a transparent


protocol for permissions regarding


how they would steward/protect


particular narratives to respect


cultural property and avoid


unnecessary harm. Otherwise,


seemingly good intentions of


sharing others' stories could have


unintended negative impacts on


trust! 



https://oregonconventioncenter.sharefile.com/d-s06e645d49795422c83595b21e0647b44

https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/cambridgema/pages/2251/attachments/original/1632341324/PB8_Budget_Delegate_Guide.pdf?1632341324

https://pbcambridgefy23.herokuapp.com/place/633319

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mGVhrTrEx4R0ow5fanze9GUQImvGCQ5Y/view

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1d0Sf2HYwWTZe_wPlSJfQlZFzjGouf6Qn/view

https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/viewer?mid=1y4etKR_oeBDfYteAVhJIo14-DVCeDVle&ll=45.520755284431175%2C-122.59602661799627&z=11

https://pbstanford.org/greensboro1_2016/approval

https://pbstanford.org/nyc8/knapsack

https://pbstanford.org/dieppe2015/approval



